
Friday night 1) January 1966 

pear Shirley, 

4 terrific new development-——I received a letter from an editer of RAMPARTS 

tonight Saying that they had heard about my work on the WR and were in contact with 

ethers doing similar work because the magazine "in future issues will become a forwn 

for the investigative work now being done. Ye plan to devote part of each issue 

to the subject, beginning with our April mmber—inderinitely, until the Varren 

Tommlssion 1s reopened.” "hey go on bo invite me tO send anything I have written 

ever. if it is StTTO I raw state, and also mention that meybe at some future time 

they will try te gather all the researchers in one place for a conferences py ed 

I believe this is potentially the most important break since the “ih was 

unveiled, Another development-—~Sauvage tells me that the next "letters to 

editor" space in the New Leader will be devoted to his articles, pro amu cony 

including my letter in support of his position and his reply to the pro-\/R 

readers. ‘arguerite Oswald was so happy about the Sauvage articles that she 

phoned the editors from Texas, apparently plans to contact Sauvage. 

I appreclated very much your two letters and copy of letter to Penn, also 

the 3¢ airmail stamps. I an not really frugal, it is just that I don't know 

where the nearest post-office is and never seen to heve enough stamps, or the 

right denominations. So I shall not squeal like a panther or pig but accept 

the stamps with warm thanks (but don't DARE do it again, hear?)e I am very 

sorry to hear that you are bedridden, do take good care of yourself and get 
well, If you have a two-speed tape, please bear in mind that my recorder does 
not take the speed at which the Clemmons tape was recorded and use the other 
speed if possible (sorry to be a pest). Also, before I forget to mention it, 
did you notice in the Jarlene (Earline?) Roberts story (copy enclosed) that 
Bertha Cheek has become Bertha Iyles? Dozens of male Tyles in the Dallas 
phomnebook, maybe Penn will look sround,..Another very interesting bit that I 
reexamined hastily is the busimess of Oswald picking up Ruby's car after 
repairs—-see Biggio testimony in Volume xV vs General Walker, repeating the 
"rumor" atid refusing to name his sources... maybe we should add Bill Chesher 

(15H 50) to our list of fatalities??? Another job for Penn. 

VERY interesting, the Pill Moyers/telephoners list story. It certainly 
sugeests 11D phoned the White House, how else interpret it? iy the way, Long 
John (an all-night talk jockey on MBC radio, if you've ever heard of him) 
is fond of retelling ss often as possible how he got a phonecall from Oswald 
in the summer of 1963 offering to appear on 2 discussion of Castmo/Cuba; but 
that he turned him down because he felt at the time that he had already civen 
Caba saturation treatment. ft don't know if it is trues; Long John is not 
a model of integrity. 

{ have done a chapter on the jackets, a very complicated subtle and 
suspicious set of circumstances which Leave many questions and doubts hanging 
in air--particularly, the dry-cleaning number (laundry no.) on the gray zipper 
jacket, which they never tried to trace, and which seems anomalous in view of 
R Paine and Marina testimony she did all his laundry including the jacket(s) 
in RP washing—machine (pending one of her very own, which she has probably 
now achieved in spades with diamond dials). 

Who is Haley? ‘The Browm brothers? Jaffe? I have neglected all reading 
except the WR anc related stuff, so forgive my ignorance. [{ hope Thayer Waldo 
is okay. iI didn't know he was in Mexico, wrote to the address he gave when he 
testified...Shirley, I haven't covered all the points in your two letters but 
} will postpone the remeinder until next time, as I just noticed it is 1.45 am 
and Itm feeling my 40~plus weight of years (though no worries about the [0s and 
60s, when I will probably be more militant, judging by the rate of progression). 
I hope this will find you much improved, please send your phone number so | can 
call and say hello. eve (I am sending a carbon copy of this letter to penn),



Friday night 14 January 1966 

Dear Shirley, 

A terrific new development-=I received a letter from an editor of RAMPARTS 
tonight saying That they had heard about my work on the WR and were in contact with 
others doing similar work because the magazine "in future issues will become a forum 
for the investigative work now being done. We plan to devote part of each issue 
to the subject, beginning with our April number——Indefinitély, until the Warren 
Commission 1S reopened.# They go on to invite me to send anything I have written 
even if it is still in raw state, and also mention that maybe at some future time 
they will try to gather all the researchers in one place for a conference. 

I believe this is potentially the most important break since the WR was 
unveiled. Another development-—~Sauvage tells me that the next "letters to 
editor" space in the New Leader will be devoted to his articles, pro and con, 
including my letter in support of his position and his reply to the pro-wR 
readers. Marguerite Oswald was so happy about the Sauvage articles that she 
phoned the editors from Texas, apparently plans to contact Sauvage. 

I appreciated very much your two letters and copy of letter to Penn, also 
the 3¢ airmail stamps. I am not really frugal, it is just that I don't know 
where the nearest post-office is and never seem to have enough stamps, or the 
right denominations. So I shall not squeel like a panther or pig but accept 
the stamps with warm thanks (but don't DARE do it again, hear?). I am very 
sorry to hear that you are bedridden, do take good care of yourself and get 
well, If you have a two-speed tape, please bear in mind that my recorder does 
not take the speed at which the Clemmons tape was recorded and use the other 
speed if possible (sorry to be a pest). Also, before I forget to mention it, 
did you notice in the farlene (Earline?) Roberts story (copy enclosed) that 
Bertha Cheek has become Bertha Iyles? Dozens of male Lyles in the pallas 
phognebook, maybe Penn will look around...Another very interesting bit that I 
reexamined hastily is the busimess of Oswald picking up Ruby's car after 
repairs—-see Biggio testimony in Volume XV vs General Walker, repeating the 
"rumor" ad refusing to name his sources... maybe we should add Bill Chesher 
(15H 50) to our list of fatalities??? Another job for Penn. 

VERY interesting, the Bill Moyers/telephoners list story. It certainly 
suggests LHO phoned the White House, how else interpret it? By the way, Long 
John (an all-night talk jockey on NBC radio, if you've ever heard of him) 
is fond of retelling as often as possible how he got a phonecall from Oswald 
in the summer of 1963 offering to appear on a discussion of Castwo/Cuba; but 
that he turned him down because he felt at the time that he had already given 
Cuba saturation treatment. T don't know if it is true; Long John is not 
a model of integrity. 

I have done a chapter on the jackets, a very complicated subtle and 
suspicious set of circumstances which leave many questions and doubts hanging 
in air--particularly, the dry-cleaning number (laundry no.) on the gray zipper 
jacket, which they never tried to trace, and which seems anomalous in view of 
R Paine and Marina testimony she did all his laundry including the jacket(s) 
in RP washing-machine (pending one of her very own, which she has probably 
now achieved in spades with diamond dials). 

Who is Haley? The Brown Brothers? Jaffe? I have neglected all reading 
except the WR and related stuff, so forgive my ignorance. IT hope Thayer Waldo 
is okay. I disn't know he was in liexico, wrote to the address he gave when he 
testified...Shirley, I haven't covered all the points in your two letters but 
I will postpone the remainder until next time, as I just noticed it is 1.45 am 
and I'm feeling my 40-plus weight of years (though no worries about the 50s and 
60s, when I will probably be more militant, judging by the rate of progression). 
I hope this will find you much improved, please send your phone number so I can 
call and say hello. Love (I am sending a carbon copy of this letter to Penn),


